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Open Scholarly Publishing Plugin
Barry J. Bailey 2016 Sabbatical Project
Institutional Repositories
● Where to archive college’s published 
research
● Included in larger scholarly collections
● Open Access
Open Access Journals
● Freely accessible scholarly content
● Hosted on the internet, but not necessarily 
hosted by internet discipline professionals
Problem
This stuff gets expensive
Easiest Solution
Develop a Wordpress 
plugin any institution could 
implement with minimal 
skill and IT support.
A Survey of professionals
● 28 responses
● Connectivity to other campus resources
● SEO
● User submission
● Automated Readership Reports
● Publisher’s connectivity
● Author profiles
What This Plugin Does
1. Define a submission with extra fields
2. Create metadata for harvesting
3. Allow creation of journals
4. Supply WordPress shortcodes for controlling 
submissions and display
What It Can’t Do
1. SEO (Semper Plugins’ All In One SEO)
2. Self-submission (CAPTCHA plugin)
3. Participation in Digital Commons network 
(Never promoted)
4. Granular Usage Reports (Still available on 
request)
5. Collaborative Editing Tools (Never used)
What It Does Better
1. Cross-post items
2. Instant creation of series
3. Complete control over customization
4. And of course… 
Much cheaper
● Digital Commons - nearly $20,000 per year
○ $3000 for a cosmetic redesign
● WordPress - Plugins + hosting = $600/ 3 
years
○ Redesign at will
○ Hosting covers other subdomains, including library 
main site
Any Institution 
could host their 
journal or IR with 
the OSP Plugin
$19,800
Approximate annual savings to migrate to our solution.


What I learned on 
sabbatical
1. Never take it during a major election cycle.
2. Revamped coding knowledge.
3. Hope to implement here.
4. It was good to get myself back together.
Questions?
